Redbourn Fireworks
see pages 6-7

CHAIRMAN’S
NOTES:
Cllr. David Mitchell

includes me. In fact, he inspired me
to become a councillor myself and
was always offering good advice and
friendly encouragement. We will all
miss him greatly. As a tribute to him
and his family - his father was a
former Clerk to the Council - we have
decided to rename the Main Hall at
the Parish Centre as the “Swendell
Hall”.

council
about issues affecting young people
Over the last year our council
in Redbourn. We are also hoping that
cllr.david.mitchell@redbournmeetings have taken place on Zoom, we will be able to re-establish a
pc.gov.uk
and it has worked very well. However, Redbourn Parish Youth Council at
th
from 7 May, the law changed back
some point in the future. Do get in
to a requirement to meet in person. I, touch with me or the Clerk if you
for one, am pleased about that. It is
would be interested in this.
good to see people again down at the
COUNCILLOR VACANCY
Parish Centre, and members of the
public are always welcome to our
We also have a vacancy on
meetings. However, as we come out
Redbourn Parish Council itself as
of lockdown, it does seem the world
Cllr David Fenton is standing down. I
is a different place and I’m sure many
would like to take this opportunity to
Redbourn Parish Council
informal meetings will continue to be
thank him for his excellent
virtual ones. I have a meeting of
The Park, Redbourn, Herts,
contribution to the council over the
chairs of Hertfordshire Parish and
AL3 7LR
last couple of years. If you are
Town Councils coming up and it
interested in taking his place and
makes much more sense to meet
becoming a Parish Councillor,
We are open for business
online rather than travel across the
please contact the Clerk for details.
county. It will save time and money
Please see our opening hours:
You don’t have to be a member of a
as well as helping to lower our carbon
political party to be eligible and I and
footprint!
Mon - Thurs 10 am - 2 pm
several of the current parish
councillors are independents. It’s a
CLIMATE CHANGE
Fri 10 am - 1 pm
great opportunity to be involved in
Redbourn Parish Council and its
the third tier of government here in
Tel: 01582 794832
Redbourn Climate Action group is
Redbourn.
now signed up to the website CountClerk - Chris Kenny
COUNCILLOR TONY
Us-In which encourages each and
every one of us to do something to
SWENDELL
clerk@redbourn-pc.gov.uk
help reverse global warming, no
Finally, I would
Deputy Clerk - Vicky Kidd
matter how small - it all makes a
like
to
pay
difference. Our councillors have
deputy.clerk@redbourn-pc.gov.uk
tribute to Cllr
agreed to modify an aspect of their
Tony Swendell
Facilities Officer - Zoe Urrejola
daily lives to lower their carbon
who
sadly
footprint. More about this can be
facilities@redbourn-pc.gov.uk
passed away
found on page 14 -15 of this
Community Officer - Becky Firth
newsletter as well as on our website earlier this
year.
After
an
and our Facebook and Instagram
community@redbourn-pc.gov.uk
outstanding
pages. Hopefully many residents in
Redbourn will join us in the initiative. career in the
Website
Hertfordshire
YOUTH ADVISOR
police force, he became first a parish
www.redbourn-pc.gov.uk
councillor and then a district
I am pleased to say we have recently
councillor, serving Redbourn for over
Facebook and Instagram
appointed Coco Owen as our
20 years. Many residents have
Redbourn Parish Council youth
@redbournparishcouncil
spoken about how he helped them
advisor. Coco is currently in sixthwith their council issues, and that
form, and she will feed back to the

ZOOM MEETINGS
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CONTEMPLATIONS
OF THE CLERK
Chris Kenny
Time seems to fly by, and it is
amazing that we are back into Spring
again – time goes by and life moves
on whatever our circumstances are.
As we move into a relaxation of the
lockdown, we still need to be mindful
and remember ‘Hands, Face, Space
and Fresh Air’ to ensure that we can
get back to some sort of normality.

Parish Council element of your
council tax, recognising that it has
been a difficult year for many. It was
decided that we would use general
reserves to fund projects rather than
increasing the precept. Below is a
breakdown of how the precept will be
spent.

We recently held the Annual Parish
Meeting, via Zoom, which is a
Life at the Parish Council moves in
statutory meeting where we outline
cycles, and our budgets have been
set for 2021-22. The Council made a the activities of the Council over the
last year and members of the public
conscious decision not to raise the

have the
opportunity to
ask questions.
In normal
times, we would use this occasion as
an opportunity to give out grant
cheques and present the Community
Champion award. It was felt that a
Zoom meeting was not the right
forum to be able to celebrate these
activities. Therefore, we are planning
to hold a Celebration Evening,
timings to be agreed, whereby we will
recognise the work of organisations
and individuals in the community over
the last 18 months – it will be a more
fitting way to recognise peoples’
achievements. Please keep an eye
out for further details.
The Parish Centre is once again open
to exercise classes, first aid training
and support groups – for full details of
activities please view at
www.redbourn-pc.gov.uk
We have installed a cabinet for the
defibrillator at the Village Hall so that
it is now on the outside wall which
means it is accessible at all times.
My thanks goes to one of our
resident’s for enabling this to happen.
As always, if you have any concerns
on matters relating to the Parish
Council, please contact us on 01582
794832 or clerk@redbournpc.gov.uk
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With our focus this edition on
tackling climate change,
shopping locally is one way we
can help reduce our carbon
pollution as well as supporting
local businesses. With that in
mind we talked to Ele Stevens
the barefoot accountant and
owner of her new premises on
the high street. For those of
you who don’t know Redbourn and
the barefoot accountant well, this
probably sounds like a strange
statement! A more traditional view of
an accountancy firm might conjure up
images of suited and booted office
workers beavering away quietly
behind closed doors, never seeing
the light of day unless they are
caught briefly nipping out at lunchtime
to grab a quick bite to eat before
scurrying back indoors to the safety

business in 2015. They thought it
would never work but Ele’s approach,
supporting and encouraging staff with
young families has helped her build a
highly successful business that has
grown from Ele as single mum
working on her own in her front room,
to a 5 strong team of women.
Although the core purpose of the
business is providing accountancy
solutions to creatives, the barefoot
account is so much more than a
business. They are a community hub
on the high street providing a drop off
point for donations to the Harpenden
Hygiene Bank. In fact whilst most
people were thinking of chocolate
advent calendars as a little daily treat
amidst the misery of covid, Ele and
the team began a reverse advent
calendar to launch the Redbourn drop
off point for the Harpenden Hygiene
Bank to focus minds on helping local
people who were struggling
financially.

local shops and business fall by the
wayside as a result of a combination
of crippling rent increases and online
shopping. However as often is the
case as the saying goes: ‘necessity is
the mother of invention’; the first
lockdown lead to a new approach to
shopping inspired by one Ele’s clients
Emma from Cositas in St Albans.
When retail closed for the first time
back in March 2020, Emma decided
to display items for sale in her shop
window with QR codes linking directly
to buy the products online which she
would deliver to people’s homes. Ele
realised that the bow fronted shop
window of her own new property
would provide the perfect display
case for local small businesses,
providing much needed free retail
space and exposure to draw people
back to covid safe shopping locally on
Redbourn high street whilst
supporting homegrown businesses
artisans and entrepreneurs. Ele says
people are always asking her: ‘what’s
the catch?’ thinking it’s too good to be
true. But there really isn’t one, there
are no hidden fees, you don’t even
have to become a client. She
genuinely wants to use her position
on the high street to help others.
To find out about which specific
donations are needed right now by
local families follow Ele on Facebook
and Instagram
@thebarefootaccountant.
If you’d like to feature your products
in their window for free, please
contact
emma@thebarefoot.accounts for
more details.

The barefoot accountant’s latest
initiative is a unique way of bringing
shopping back to the high street.
of their desks. Yet more retail space
Sadly, over the years Redbourn, like
lost to offices. Ele, the barefoot
accountant couldn’t be more different! so many other places, has seen
She laughs as she
remembers blowing the HR
consultants mind when
discussing the flexible family
focussed employment
contracts she
wanted to
implement
when first
setting up her
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Due to the covid virus, many events have been cancelled
on the Common but one of the outcomes of lockdowns is
that the Common has been used much more, with people
enjoying this great amenity. This has, however, caused
the rubbish bins to be filled more quickly and it has been
quite challenging keeping up with this. If you find a bin
needs emptying, please let us know.

East common play area - the mound-slide-tunnel is
proving to be difficult to maintain and, therefore, we
intend to replace this item. If anyone has any ideas as to
what to replace it with, please let us know.

We have experienced some damage to the Common,
some caused by contractors working on the roadways
which they have mostly repaired but we will make sure
these areas are put right.

We experienced problems in Cumberland Garden with
holes appearing in the ground. Whilst initially there was
concern this could be a sink hole, this proved not be the
case. It seems that there were trees removed in the past
and the holes were not filled in correctly. However it
meant the yew tree became unsafe and had to be
removed.

There will be some events this year, including a Fun Day
being organised by Active in Redbourn and I understand
that Redbourn Classics on the Common may be back in
September. Also the firework display will be held this
year on 6th November.

Long cut play area - new fence and self-closing gates
have been fitted.

The village clock works well apart from an issue when the
clocks go forward/back but we are seeking specialist help
on this.

Redbourn Neighbourhood Plan Update
Since the Regulation 14 PreSubmission Consultation that took
place back in January 2018, we had
been working hard to assemble all
the documentation ready to submit
the Redbourn Neighbourhood Plan's
Regulation 16 to St Albans District
Council (SADC) for a public
referendum.
Understandably progress and
decision making regarding the
Neighbourhood Plan (NP) have
always been very closely tied up with
the development and progression of
the St Albans Local Plan. Twice, their
plan has been declared unsound,
most recently in February 2020 by the
independent inspectors, SADC's has
now started again in October 2020 for
a third time.
The view of the Neighbourhood Plan
working party has been to wait for the
Inspector's response to St Albans
Local Plan. After now failing twice
there has been much discussion by
the working party who felt we should
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carry on and get our NP over the
finishing line.
In terms of the current development
sites proposed in our NP, we are
guided by St Albans Local Plan and
as these sites all sit in Green Belt,
they can only therefore be removed
once their plan is passed by the
Secretary of State.
Before we submit our NP, hopefully
later this year, we need to revisit it,
which we have been doing since the
end of last year with the help and
guidance of an independent planning
team and working party members.

What we have been up to:
1. Relaunched the NP with a public
consultation on our visions and
objectives back in January.
2. Have had an updated Housing
Needs Assessments undertaken
which is evidence based.

Cllr Teresa Finnigan
updating further
evidence to
support current
polices in the
Plan in respect
of various areas
including:
•

Transport,

•

Leisure &
Well Being,

•

High Street,

•

Environment

New additions to the Plan:
1.Recently completed a Green
Spaces report
2. Design Statement with design
codes currently being undertaken.
3. Climate change/action.

3. Revisiting the plan itself and
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Citizens Advice drop-in-service at Redbourn remains
closed – but we’re still here to help
We’re still working hard providing
advice over the phone, online and by
email. Although our face-to-face
services are currently suspended –
including at the Civic Centre Hub in St
Albans and Redbourn Parish Centre we’re helping more people than ever.
Whatever your problem, we’re here to
help. Whether you’re struggling to pay
bills, needing information on benefits,
worrying about work or
housing, dealing with a relationship
breakdown or another issue, talk to
us.
We can also help you fill in forms to
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apply for benefits, grants or a Blue
Badge. And we can find benefits you
may be able to claim.
Don’t sit on a problem and risk it
growing. If you need help, please get
in touch now for free confidential
and independent advice.

on:0800 144 8848
To chat to an adviser online or email
us, visit our website:
www.castad.org.uk
For general information, visit the
national Citizens Advice website:
www.citizensadvice.org.uk

If you need help, please do
get in touch:

Call us with Relay UK, if you can't
hear or speak on the phone: 18001
then 01727 811 118

Call us on:01727 811 118 Monday to
Thursday 10am to 4pm, Friday 10am
to 1pm
Or call Hertfordshire Adviceline free

Visit the Relay UK website for more
information: www.relayuk.bt.com
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Reg. Charity no. 1181111 Website: www.redbourninbloom.org.uk
Email: hello@redbourninbloom.org.uk
LOCAL AWARDS These will be
judged around the end of June –
Front Gardens, Shops, Pubs, Local
Businesses, Community Buildings,
Sheltered Accommodation and
Allotments. No need to enter – we’ll
just come around and take a look. If
you are in the High St. area, you may
like to join in with our summer colour
scheme, which is burgundy / deep
red, blue and orange.

VOLUNTEERS AND NEW
MEMBERS WELCOME! If you could
help with our regular monthly planting
and weeding sessions, or
DAY TRIP TO CAMBRIDGE
occasionally with any slightly heavier
BOTANIC GARDENS - Tuesday,
tasks, we would be delighted to hear
14th September. A coach trip to
from you. All our spring plants will be
these beautiful and interesting
taken out soon, and summer plants
gardens, £25 per person. Please
put in at the beginning of June. Many
contact Terry Hunt, 01582 792363, to
hands make light work!
be on the provisional list.
To join us, please contact Pauline
CRAFT FAIR – 30TH & 31ST
If you have information and photos of
Williamson via the email above, or
OCTOBER. Now taking provisional
any small local tidying or planting
ring 01582 792931. Only £5 per
bookings for craft stalls. Please
project in your area, please email
household per year! Even if you can’t
contact Diane Whiskin via our email
them to Pat Schofield, (see above),
help practically, those fees help pay
address, or ring 01582 792846.
for the “It’s Your Neighbourhood”
for our plants etc.
LOCKDOWN LITTER PICK.
section.
DONATIONS AND SPONSORSHIP.
Redbourn’s Lockdown Litter Pick is
Fund-raising has been difficult
GRAND AUTUMN SHOW. Covid 19 now part of St. Albans Sustainability
recently. We are grateful to Redbourn
restrictions allowing, this will be on
Festival. Visit their website,
th
th
either Sat. 11 or Sun. 12
www. sustfest.org to see the online Parish Council, our County
Councillor, business sponsors and all
programme or download a pdf.
September at the Village Hall,
who have made donations. If you
(t.b.c.). Details of categories and how Thankyou to everyone who has
participated so far. This is an ongoing could help in this way, please contact
to enter will be published soon, on
Mike Aldridge via the email address
effort. If you can manage an
our website and in the Common
individual, small group or family litter above.
Round. If you enjoy growing
pick in your area, we can lend you the Pat Schofield
vegetables or flowers, home baking, litter pickers. Please send us some
craft work or flower arranging, there
photos!
will be something you can enter!
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Includes children’s categories, so
please encourage younger members
of your family to take part.
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Clapping for carers, whilst
undoubtably unifying and uplifting for
certain streets and communities, has
since been well reported as being a
hollow experience by many of the
keyworkers it was meant to thank,
especially following the paltry pay rise
offered to the NHS since. Inspired by
the generosity of Redbourners in
regularly donating to the foodbank
collections during the first lockdown
and feeling enormous respect and
gratitude, residents of Coopers
Meadow wanted to demonstrate their
thanks in a much more practical,
thoughtful, and tangible way.

like biscuits, small hand creams etc.

The whole team in front of the famous Lord’s pavilion

Sarah Sheppard stepped into the
breach as not only was she an
incredibly grateful recipient of care
herself, as a result of Covid. As a
hairdresser, she was unable work
due to restrictions and so wanted to
use her time to give back and coordinate the operation. Sarah put a
call out on Facebook in January with
a list of items for people to donate
and was blown away by the response
and generosity not only of residents
but local businesses like Weymans
and the hospitality industry who
provided boxes and boxes of items
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In total Sarah and the team delivered
76 hampers far and wide to a range
of workers and organisations
providing essential services during

reported just how much it boosted
morale to feel so valued and their
hard work and sacrifice
acknowledged.
In recognition of her efforts Sarah
was awarded a Hero of
Hertfordshire award that she
is very bashful about and in
fact received donations and
Ed Hales celebrating his century at Lord’s
cards for
herself from people
thanking her for what she
was doing providing the

the pandemic. Thanking staff of
Redbourn Primary School, St
Luke's, Reverend Will, vets,
doctors, dentist, pharmacy, St
Matthews, local hospitals, mental
health unit, funeral directors,
paramedics, police, fire brigade,
postal workers, vaccination centres,
hampers. But for Sarah the real
bin collectors and local recycling
reward was the connections she
being presented with his commemorative bat by
made
with people along the way and
centres to name butHenry
aEdfew.
Hampers
Holland-Hibbert,
the High Sheriff
of Hertfordshire
the
knowledge
that she was making
even made it as far as Stanmore,
well
deserving
people
smile during
Mount Vernon and St Barts hospital
very
tough
times.
in London. Wherever in fact local
people felt a particular debt of
gratitude or connection with
keyworkers. Sarah explains how
time and time again recipients
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REDBOURN PHOTOGRAPHY
COMPETITION - THE WINNERS!
Back in 2014 Redbourn Parish
Council launched it’s first
photography competition so thought
in the midst of lockdown number 3,
what a perfect time to introduce a
new photography competition when
we were confined to our homes most
of the day with the exception of an
hour for exercise outdoors. What
better way to shift focus and look
forward, inspiring and encouraging
creative expression and raising
spirits?

The link between photography and
mental wellbeing is well documented,
as photography by its very nature
brings us into the present moment
and you learn to observe and
appreciate things in your environment
on a much deeper level.

and marketing to Jeanette’s generous
free smartphone tutorial to kick start
the competition and Annie’s in depth
knowledge and experience of
photography competitions, animated
slide shows and life saving
spreadsheets!

As always the local talent in this
village never ceases to amaze and
we have been blown away not only
by the number of entries received, but
the quality too. Its been such a joy to
login to the community email address
The environment was also an aspect each week and see what pictures
important to the council with our focus were waiting. We hope you have
this year on addressing climate
enjoyed seeing the photos too as we
change. We are so fortunate living
have posted them on our social
here in Redbourn with the
media platforms. In the end a total of
countryside on our doorstep. Our
214 photos were submitted from
Of course technology has moved on easy access to green spaces is
people in their 80s down to the
massively since 2014. With the rise of something we have all been extra
youngest applicant who was only 3!
smartphones and their amazing
grateful for as a result of the
Following a robust judging criteria set
cameras you don’t need to spend
pandemic. So having a category
out by Annie, we considered factors
£100s on an expensive digital camera based on the environment and what
to take good quality images, making
we stand to lose as a result of climate like relevance and interpretation of
the theme, creativity, originality and
photography accessible to many
change was essential.
uniqueness. Plus more technical
more people than ever before,
We
teamed
up
with
local
issues based on composition, like
including children.
photographers Annie Griggs
rule of thirds, negative space, viewing
Likewise we were very keen to
Photography and Jet Black Squares
angle, and distracting elements. This
ensure the competition was open to
who’s help, advice and expertise was ensured a rigorous and equitable
everybody, involving people who
not only desperately needed and
process was applied in judging each
were self-isolating or not so mobile,
greatly appreciated but also
photo.
by including categories where photos instrumental in the success of the
Becky Firth Community Officer
could be taken from the comfort of
competition. From guidance
your own home, like ‘view from your
on categories, technical
window’ ‘small world’ and pictures of issues,
your pets or wildlife in your garden.
promotion

SPRING

Anju Arun

James Allen age 11

ENVIRONMENT

Lionel Birnie

Roland Imi
Rachel Mackie

Richard Barclay
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VIEW FROM MY WINDOW

Phillipe Geeson

PETS/WILDLIFE

Howard Stokes

Stephen
Boffey

Carla
Griffiths

Stephen Lynn
Phillipe Geeson

SMALL WORLD

Phillipe Geeson
Phillipe Geeson
Ted Griffiths age 10

ARCHITECTURE

Phillipe Geeson
Phillipe Geeson

Tom Finnis

EXHIBITION 3RD JULY IN CUMBERLAND GARDEN
And the fun doesn’t stop here, as on 3rd July we will be holding an exhibition of all photos entered into the
competition in Cumberland Garden. This is the same day as the AiR Fun Day so there should be a real buzz around
the village with many activities on offer and something for everybody. We would love you to come along and enjoy all
the photos in this exhibition and to take part in a vote to choose the overall people’s winner. The photo chosen by the
people will be printed, framed and hung up for everybody to see!
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Do you remember during the first
lockdown when there were hardly any
vehicles on the road, photos, and
articles in the media of massively
visible drops in pollution in cities
across the world? Think about how
quickly our way of life changed as a
result of the pandemic and the
sacrifices we all made for the greater
good, to save lives and protect those
we love and our future.

old habits
and way of
life,
councillors and staff at Redbourn
Parish Council are using this
opportunity to take stock and think
about the changes we can make to
reduce the amount of carbon we
create and stop temperatures rising.

has marked the dial with a pencil so it
doesn’t go beyond a certain point.
This way he can track changes and
monitor the impact.

Symon Vegro parish councillor was
very keen to get involved. He is
That is why we have signed up to the already vegetarian but by his own
Count Us in initiative which is a great admission has far too many items of
For many of us who hadn’t lived
way to begin making changes that will clothing and has opted for ‘wear
through the second world war and its really impact on your personal carbon clothes to last’. He is also keen to
aftermath, this was the first time we
pollution They have created 16
had face this level of fear, anxiety and steps with varying degrees of
restriction in our daily lives. Hopefully impact and commitment so there is
the successful vaccine rollout will
something for everybody to get
help us head towards a more normal them started. You choose a step
way of life again. However there is
that’s right for you and keep it up
another very serious issue,
possibly one of the biggest
challenges we have ever had to
face, which is climate change.
This is a real emergency for the
planet and all who live on it.
People are responsible and if
we do nothing it will get much
worse for all of us.
You may think that carbon
pollution is only really created
by a handful of rich people and
companies flying around the world in
their private jets. However, many of
them provide our goods and services
which means our individual lifestyles
can add up to more 65% of the total
global carbon pollution even if we’re
not flying ourselves. This means that
each and every one of us can and
does have a role to play.

for 2 months, tracking and reporting
your progress. When you’re ready
you can add another step.

promote ethical manufacturing and
currently re-reading Victor Hugo’s
‘Les Misérables’ cites this as his
inspiration: “The descriptions of the
poor dressed in rags should stir us all
to reject rampant consumerism and
set about healing Mother Earth and
all who live on her. ”

Leading by example we have David
Mitchell chairman of the council,
district councillor and chair of the
Redbourn Climate Action working
party. David is turning down his
thermostat by a couple of degrees,
Speaking of being vegetarian, you
So rather than seeing our route out of
accepting the need to put on extra
never know but the council may be
lockdown as a way to go back to our
layers should he start to feel cold and heading towards a more plant-based
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CHOOSE YOUR STEPS AND SIGN UP BELOW!
www.count-us-in.org/businesses/count-us-in/campaigns/redbourn-climate-action/

diet overall as Pat Schofield, Ian
Caldwell, Dennis Bigham and clerk
Chris Kenny are all planning to cut
down on their meat consumption for
the next 2 months. Chris commented:
“as a family of carnivores this will be
a challenge. I’m going to have to look
up some recipes, plan my menus and
convince certain family members that
vegetarian food can be as exciting
and tasty as meat dishes!”

Becky Firth community officer again
already on a plant based diet, is
opting to cycle more rather than drive:
“I actually began this initially a year
ago after seeing the impact the first
lockdown had on pollution levels and
feeling very strongly that the
pandemic was another wake-up call
from nature – I mean how much
louder can she shout! Subsequent
lockdowns meant we didn’t have
anywhere to go but we are back on
track again now cycling for shopping
in Harpenden for what we can’t get
here in Redbourn, travelling to tennis
in Leverstock Green where my son
plays and works as a junior coach.”
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So now you have heard about the
steps the councillors and staff of
Redbourn Parish Council are taking
as part of their commitment to tackle
climate change, we hope to have
inspired other people in Redbourn to
get involved and do your bit to
collectively reduce our carbon
pollution.
We could have just signed up with the
generic ’Count Us In’ website but we
want to use this project to as get as
many people in Redbourn signed up
and making a difference as possible
and in so doing have a way of
tracking the impact our changes are
making as a village and community.
We discovered that St Albans Climate
Network had their own site, so began
discussions with ‘Count Us In’ to find

Published by Redbourn Parish Council

out how to do this. When Sasha
Rodricks heard of all the initiatives we
have here in Redbourn, supporting
and looking after each other,
promoting mental wellbeing and
active healthy lifestyles, she was
impressed by the passion,
enthusiasm and community spirit.
And as result created little old
Redbourn our own site for free! This
is amazing as most groups or teams,
as they are referred to, are either
large organisations or cities like St
Albans. At the time of writing St
Albans only had 14 people signed up
on their website so come on
Redbourn, we know we can do better
than this - visit our own Redbourn
Climate Action website and sign up to
your steps to tackle climate change
today
www.count-us-in.org/businesses/
count-us-in/campaigns/redbournclimate-action/
Follow our progress on social media
@redbournparishcouncil. Here we will
be posting regular updates, the
successes and the challenges and
we would love for you to tell us about
your journeys too.
We will report back in the next edition
of Redbourn News so it would be
great to hear your stories and share
tips and advice.
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St Albans Sustainability Festival is
back this May and June with a
packed two weeks of over 150 covidsafe events to encourage everyone to
live more sustainably and connect
with nature.
St Albans Sustainable Market kicked
off the festival on Sunday 23rd May,
and the fortnight-long festival
continues with dozens of
sustainability-related events put on by
local community groups, businesses
and faith groups across St Albans
district.
Events include guided walks, films,
craft sessions, online workshops and
talks. From local trees to hedgehogs,
reusable nappies to wildlife
gardening, solar panels to cooking
demos there is something for
everyone to enjoy whatever your age
or interests.
SustFest21 events in Redbourn:

Redbourn Parish Council organised
a talk on 24th May on Zoom. “100
seconds to midnight - climate change
and what you need to do about it”,
presented by Prof Kate Jeffery,
Director of the Institute of Behavioural
Neuroscience, UCL.
Active in Redbourn’s Community
Newsbite on May 26th was all about
“Sustainable in Redbourn”. Catch the
recording on their website and/or
Facebook page.

hello@redbourninbloom.org.uk. One
of the montages has already been
shared as part of Sustainability
Festival (see opposite.)
Full programme online
For details of how to join in with these
and over 100 other events, please
visit www.sustfest.org.
Twitter @SustFest21 | Instagram
@sustainablesta | Facebook
@SustainableStAlbans

The RSPB invite you to book to join a
group walk from Redbournbury Mill
on Monday 1st June at 6pm. Free.
Maybe see a grasshopper warbler or
a barn owl.
Redbourn in Bloom are taking part
in the festival through their Lockdown
Litter Pick. Individual residents or
families in Redbourn are invited to
join in a Covid-safe litter pick in their
area of the village. Please send
photos of your work to

Playing Out is a community project for residents of St Albans
District. It enables neighbours to get together to apply to close
their street to through traffic up to 8 times a year for play and
community building. It offers a chance to build support networks
and gives children the opportunity to get fresh air and exercise.
The scheme is cost-free to residents and streets can borrow road
closed signs and other equipment from Sustainable St Albans,
who run the project supported by St Albans City and District
Council.
Come along to a free information session on Zoom:
Friday 28th May at 10.30am
Monday 21st June at 8pm
Wednesday 23rd June at 10.30am
To find out more and to book, visit:
www.sustainablestalbans.org/playingout
Twitter @PlayingOutSta | Instagram @sustainablesta | Facebook
@PlayingOutStAlbansDistrict
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Redbourn Fireworks
Saturday
6th Nov 21

Well, fingers crossed it is starting to
keep this fantastic event running, by
look like we might actually be able to giving up a little of their time.
go ahead with this much-loved village
Please contact Vicky Kidd at
event this year…
Redbourn Parish Council on 01582
A big thank you to all the people that 794832 or deputy.clerk@redbournhave come forward and volunteered pc.gov.uk.
to help on the day and evening and
A big thank you also goes to
to join the committee. We plan to
organise all helpers on the day a little M O’Brien who have once again
agreed to sponsor the event, and to
differently this year, taking full
advantage of modern technology and the Active in Redbourn Gang, most of
which have agreed to take on a
putting together a doodle poll of 1hour slots. On that basis we still have timeslot on the evening. It is only with
lots of room for people that can help the help of local business’ and
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community groups that these types of
volunteer led events can go ahead.
All that remains for me to thank the
existing committee members and
volunteers for all their efforts, and to
ask you all to think ‘good weather
thoughts’ for that weekend..
Oh and of course make sure you
come along, enjoy yourselves and
don’t forget to find a bucket shaker
for your donation!
Vicky Kidd Deputy Clerk
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SUCCESSFUL SPEED ENFORCEMENT
PATROLS IN REDBOURN
PCSO ALEX PEDUTO
I think we all agree, that with the ease of lockdown restrictions, it is
great to see shops reopening, with more people out enjoying simple
pleasures. Spending time with friends and family and the potential
visit to their local!
We would like of course to ensure that the path set by the
government to “return to normal” is not compromised and we hope
government guidelines are always adhered to. We don’t want to be
going back to another lockdown.
Meanwhile, we have continued working on all the local priorities,
including Speed Enforcement Patrols on the St Albans Road in
Redbourn, to ensure speed compliance from passing motorists.
The last enforcement (at time of writing) on the 22.04.2, saw 127
motorists monitored with 17 receiving warning letters for minor
traffic offences. We will continue with our patrols on this road whilst
working closely with councillors to try and get a long-term solution
in place.
The message, as always, is ensure speed limits are adhered to and
with both the good weather and pubs reopening, ensuring that a
designated driver or a booked taxi are always at hand!
Stay Safe

Lockdown eases and finer weather is
here. It is still important to keep
yourself and Redbourn safe from
crime.
Membership currently covers 66% of
Redbourn. Not a member? We
welcome you to join. Register on
www.owl.co.uk or contact us.
Scams of all descriptions are greatly
increasing. Use up-to-date protection
software. Stay alert for emails, texts
or phone calls not from whom they
say.
Genuine agencies and companies
never ask you to provide PIN
numbers, bank account details, card
numbers or transfer money to
accounts you do not positively know
and have verified. Unless you are
absolutely sure, don’t do it without
checking via a different
communication method. Do not click
on links you do not know are genuine
and do not provide any information or
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make purchases over the phone
unless you know exactly to whom you
are talking. Internet providers, HMRC
& Amazon never contact you by
phone. Just hang up. Never call back
a number they ask you to. Be safe
not sorry. Ask a friend before you do
something.
Don’t make unplanned purchases at
the door.
Report Cybercrime at
www.actionfraud.police.uk/
or phone 0300 123 2040
Keep your home safe.
Going out? Keep doors/windows
locked. Criminals want easy
opportunities
Keep vehicles safe.
Most thefts from vehicles are from
unlocked ones.
Most thefts of vehicles are the
“keyless unlocking” type. Store the

Published by Redbourn Parish Council

fob at the rear of the house and in a
shielded pouch or box. Don’t get
caught. Unusual activity under a car
could be catalytic converter theft.
Please report it quickly.
Continuing Covid Rules are there to
protect you, your family, friends and
the community. Redbourn has done
well. Please help keep it that way.

Stay vigilant. Be aware of
uncharacteristic activities. For more
information visit
www.herts.police.uk/
protectyourhome
We hope you have an enjoyable
summer, stress free of all crime.
Ian White
Deputy NHW Coordinator Redbourn
ian.c.white@ntlworld.com
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Device Donation Project
What do you do if you have some
spare time during lockdown? Well if
you are local resident, Gary Atkinson,
you set up an initiative called the
Device Donation Project!

technology could engage with the
up with an established charity called
Community Calls – and so the idea to Computer Friendly. In total,
distribute unwanted laptops was born. Redbourn residents donated 60
laptops, and many iPads and phones.
The call out for donated kit came out The Go Fund Me page raised over
via a Facebook page and Gary was
£3,000.
This is a project which collects
blown away by the response he got
donated laptops, tablets or phones
from Redbourn residents. Not only
All of this generosity has meant that
with the intent to refurbish them and
did people donate kit but some
20 laptops were given to Redbourn
then distribute (at no cost to the
donated money to the project; this
Primary School, 10 laptops to St
recipient) to children who need
money was used to buy spares and
Georges’, 1 to Katherine Warrington
something to do their home learning
cables.
School, and the rest distributed to
on or to the elderly and isolated who
primary schools in Harpenden. For all
So Gary had to move from his kitchen that received equipment, it has
need a way of communicating with
family and local caregivers other than table to bigger premises – the Parish proved to be amazing and really
Council kindly gave him access to the helped in what was a difficult time for
basic telephony.
Parish Centre which meant the
some.
The idea evolved from a conversation Centre became the drop off point for
with Active In Redbourn regarding the donations.
We were very lucky as a community
best way to set up the Community
to have someone with the necessary
Because of the volume of work that
Calls that happen each week, which
skills and time to deliver the project
the donations generated (hundreds of so: ‘thank you Gary!’
led onto a discussion about how
hours for Gary), Gary decided to team
those that do not have access to
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2020 will be long remembered as an
awful year, yet, and perhaps
unsurprisingly, the Redbourn
Allotments prospered. For the first
time in many years every plot was
taken. A large number were
recovered from the wilderness,
bramble and nettle cleared, giving
way to flourishing productivity. As well
as the crops, membership has
blossomed and with it, a delightful
strong community spirit. For residents
who live in flats or homes with little or

is
more the
norm. Space is
often found to
provide for
alfresco eating,
recycled wood
It is commonplace to share expertise, handcrafted to
provide bench
seeds and plants, but here it
and table, and
extended to helping others by
even a wood chip
organizing bulk delivery of precious
burner for the brew. It is great to see
manure, mowing the paths or
whether it be the 5 year old “helping”
rotavating part of a neighbour’s plot.
Mum by using a large plastic tipper
Our membership reflects the rich
truck to move soil from one place to
diversity of village community, for
another or the teenager picking fruit
with most of it going into the
example by providing for those with
collecting bowl. It is rewarding to see
more limited mobility, or celebrating
children gain first hand experience of
Asian heritage with decorative flags
where their food comes from, that
and the cultivation of oriental
peas have a wonderful natural
vegetables, or a learning environment
wrapper that is not a plastic bag.
to help young people get the most
They are our future, their enthusiasm
from independent living.
to be nurtured and perhaps now is
the time to put their name down on
The allotment stereo type of the
the waiting list for a Redbourn
solitary mature male is much rarer
these days at Redbourn. Instead it is Allotment.
the family group, sometimes three
Tony Bartlett
generations working together, which
no garden, the allotment is their
precious space providing exercise,
fresh air, relaxation and renewal as
well as delicious fruit and vegetables
to eat.

The Redbourn Bowls Club
was established in 2005
when the all-weather bowls
green was opened at the (then) Redbourn
Recreation Centre. Bowling is a great sport that
can be enjoyed irrespective of age, gender or
prior experience.
After the 2020 season was written off because of
the pandemic, members were delighted to be
able to start bowling again when restrictions were
eased on 29 March. This season we have 26
matches against other bowls clubs, a full
programme of internal competitions and plenty of
opportunities for purely social bowling. As long as
the pandemic continues, the Club will follow the
guidance and protocols of Bowls England to
ensure that participation is not only enjoyable but
safe.
New members will be welcome at any time.
Contact Margaret Davis on 07966 742568
Informal “roll-ups” at the Centre Monday or Friday
mornings from 10.30 am
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New upgrade to
Redbourn Village
Hall facilities
During the time that RVH has been closed, due to the covid
restrictions, the RVHMC, RVH Manager and Friends of RVH have
been very busy decorating and improving the facilities ready for
when we can enjoy the weekly activities and special celebrations
once again. Thank you very much to Neil at Weymans Redbourn
for a generous donation from the Nisa ”Making a Difference
Locally” charity which has enabled us to restock the RVH kitchen
with new crockery and replace the kitchen appliances. This
means RVH is ready to welcome the return of the very popular
Thursday Coffee mornings each week between 10am to noon.
Everyone of all ages is invited to pop along for a cuppa and
friendly chat at ”Coffee-off-the-Common". Transport via the
Redbourn Community Group (re-named from Care Group)
minibus is available upon request.
The Bar Kitchen attached to the Main Hall has had a total upgrade in anticipation of enjoying great parties once
again. Thank you to the Redbourn Parish Council, Neil Shepherd decorating and Barry Dear for making this
possible.
Redbourn Village is Hall is all set now to welcome you back to the many classes, clubs and activities that run each
week, the special annual events, and your own private celebrations.
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clubs, leisure pursuits, health and
fitness initiatives, the churches, the
village’s marvellous community
spirit, and most importantly the
people - but what seemed to be
lacking was a way to unite them all
in a common purpose.

dreams, wherewith
they weave. A paradise
for a sect …’
from ‘The Fall of Hyperion’
By John Keats

Perhaps it was a blessing in
disguise that the group was so
new, since the lack of any
formal modus operandum meant
that it could adapt quickly and
flexibly to the situation.

“Redbourn is the healthiest and
happiest village in England.” What
a fantastic dream! And a dream it
would have stayed, had Ivan
Hickmott not had the idea of
turning it into reality in the Spring
of 2019.

A number of initiatives began,
particularly the ‘Live Well With AiR’
programme, where several
practitioners from fields as diverse
as yoga and dog training - with
many in between - gave up their
time to run online courses for the
village, and put them on YouTube
The ingredients were already here, for all to see. The Community Calls
of course. The numerous sports
were also popular, providing a
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A 12 page brochure, "After
Lockdown - Redbourn`s guide to
healthy living"
hasNHS
also
justdonation
beensession in RVH
A recent
Blood
produced in conjunction with the
Care / Community Group and
delivered to every household in the
village.
Coming soon is the village ‘Fun
Day’ on July 3rd, which will be a
celebration of coming out of
lockdown to remember, with a host
of wonderful stalls and activities for
all to enjoy and on September 18th
at St Luke`s the AIR FAYRE which
will showcase the many
activity providers we already have
in the village.

AiR UPDATE

‘Fanatics have their

And so ‘Active in Redbourn’ was
born. Ivan and a group of people
sharing his vision got together,
discussed how they might proceed,
organised a meeting at the Leisure
Centre of many of the
organisations and clubs that
operate in the village, and were
just about to get going when the
pandemic struck!

weekly news and entertainment
programme that people could listen
to. These have evolved into the
‘Newsbites’, giving regular health
updates along with the immensely
popular adventures of the
‘Snatchups’ performed by the
Redbourn Players.

For more information on Active in
Redbourn please visit our website
www.activeinredbourn.co.uk
and/or call Ivan on 07977 476692
Symon Vegro
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Update on our New &
Exciting Leisure Centre
Development Plans
By Chris Renwick, Redbourn Recreation Centre &
Playing Fields Trust Chairman
Firstly, I wanted to thank everyone who took the time to complete our recent online and paper surveys regarding
our new and exciting proposed development plans for our Redbourn Recreation Centre. We received 248 online
responses and 59 paper responses and several comments which we are reviewing as part of our planning
process. Here is an update on the survey results:

Paper Survey
46 Responses which either Agree or Strongly Agree with the proposed plans.
13 who either Disagree or Strongly Disagree.
We have scanned and archived the paper responses electronically.

Online Survey
Q1 Would you like to see more recreational facilities available at our centre?
Strongly Agree – 92.5%
Agree – 5%
Neutral – 2.5%
Disagree – 0%
Strongly Disagree – 0%
Q2 Do you support the proposed new facilities and the changes we are planning?
Strongly Agree – 90%
Agree – 7.5%
Neutral – 0%
Disagree – 0%
Strongly Disagree – 2.5%
Q3 Would you use the centre more should these proposed plans be approved and delivered?
Strongly Agree – 75%
Agree – 20%
Neutral – 2.5%
Disagree – 2.5%
Strongly Disagree – 0%
Q4 Do you feel these proposed plans offer a good variety and balance of different recreational activities?
Strongly Agree – 65%
Agree – 32.5%
Neutral – 2.5%
Disagree – 0%
Strongly Disagree – 0%
Q5 Do you think these proposals will be good for the Redbourn Community as a whole?
Strongly Agree – 90%
Agree – 7.5%
Neutral – 0%
Disagree – 2.5%
Strongly Disagree – 0%
Q6 Do you think these proposals will improve the health and well-being of Redbourn residents?
Strongly Agree – 80%
Agree – 12.5%
Neutral – 5%
Disagree – 0%
Strongly Disagree – 2.5%
We received many positive comments supporting the proposed plans and here are the responses we previously
sent on the three areas of feedback we received.
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Q: Why can’t we have swimming pool or multi-lane athletics track as well/instead?
In the early stages of evaluating our options, these facilities were seriously considered as they were following
Redbourn 900. They remain financially non-viable based upon data from our partner organisation,
EveryoneActive. However, we have taken steps to analyse this in more detail and we will provide a detailed
response in future FAQ updates. These facilities would also require additional investment and we need to make
some key decisions on how to best use the private funding being made available by our partners to ensure
maximum inclusivity. There will be a one-kilometre track around the perimeter of the back field which we believe
will provide a good facility for runners.

Q: With Jarvis funding is housing development part of this plan?
Jarvis have always owned land along Blackhorse Lane and Dunstable Road. Some limited housing development
was included in the draft Neighbourhood plan for Redbourn. Their planning application is independent of the RRC
development plan outlined in this proposal. Approval and subsequent development would release funding to
support this proposal. Jarvis have owned the land for around 30 years. The Trust is supportive of the plans
should Jarvis choose to submit them as there is an agreement in place which gifts the remainder of the land they
own at the Centre to the Trust in freehold thereby securing this land from any future development. There is also a
gift of funds which will help support the developments at the Centre for the benefit of our local community as a
whole. We felt therefore, it was pragmatic to work with Jarvis to minimise the development while maximising the
benefits for the village with improving the facilities at the centre.
On the 8th April we held our pre-application meeting with St Albans District Council. The plans were well received
and following their feedback we are now working on adjustments to the development which we will update the
community on in the coming weeks including providing clarity on when we plan to submit the final proposal to the
relevant authorities. In addition, we are making some minor adjustments to the internal Gym to enable us and
EveryoneActive to reopen the Gym in line with the Governments Social Distancing Guidelines. We will provide
further updates on this too.
We are also continuing our discussions with several local groups and clubs to ensure that our proposed plans
meet their needs and make the centre viable for the long-term whilst also creating ‘World Class’ recreational
facilities within our village.
We look forward to updating you on this exciting development and please do not hesitate to contact us via our
Facebook page: Redbourn Recreation Centre & Playing Fields Trust or E-mail: RRCPFT@gmail.com
Thanks again for your continued support and keep safe.
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REDBOURN PARISH COUNCIL
COUNCILLOR CONTACT DETAILS

BEAUMONT WARD

NICHOLLS WARD

David Mitchell

Dennis Bigham

Colin O’Donovan

Ian Caldwell

07973 418124
cllr.david.mitchell@redbourn-pc.gov.uk

07944 445350
cllr.dennis.bigham@redbourn-pc.gov.uk

01582 792382 or 07860 631463
cllr.colin.odonovan@redbourn-pc.gov.uk

07528 741947
cllr.ian.caldwell@redbourn-pc.gov.uk

Steven Kidd

Roger Gray

07738 706679
cllr.steven.kidd@redbourn-pc.gov.uk

01582 762914
cllr.roger.gray@redbourn-pc.gov.uk

Teresa Finnigan

Pat Schofield

07968 171654
cllr.teresa.finnigan@redbourn-pc.gov.uk

01582 793096
cllr.pat.schofield@redbourn-pc.gov.uk

Maria Maynard

Symon Vegro

07912 398000
cllr.symon.vegro@redbourn-pc.gov.uk

01582 793478
cllr.maria.maynard@redbourn-pc.gov.uk

Victoria Mead

01582 792280 or 07506 719922
cllr.victoria.mead@redbourn-pc.gov.uk

DISTRICT COUNCILLORS

COUNTY COUNCILLOR

David Mitchell

Phone no. as above
cllr.d.mitchell@councillor.stalbans.gov.uk

Annie Brewster
01438 832255
annie.brewster@hertfordshire.gov.uk

Victoria Mead - details as above

MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT

Thomas Chapman

Bim Afolami

07484 266 245
cllr.t.chapman@councillor.stalbans.gov.uk

01582 761796
tory-herts@btconnect.com
bim.afolami.mp@parliament.uk
www.bimafolami.co.uk
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